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While assessing impacts of different phosphorus sources on eutrophication of different water bodies, 
we should be aware of basic ecological or rather limnological constraints and relations. Then we can 
avoid framework of simple accounting, which mostly ignores temporal dynamics of nutrient losses as 
well as temporal dynamics of actual or potential impacts. Thus, it is firstly important to know 
availability of emitted P for uptake by algal cell, either benthic or planktonic. Meaning, to distinguish 
between dissolved orthophosphates and unreactive particles, at least. Beyond this, we also need to 
know magnitude of phosphorus emission. Meaning, concentration (rather SRP) is utmost measure for 
any uptake, because both processes, either passive diffusion or active transport depends on 
concentration gradient. But we also recognise load or specific yield (rather TP) as a proper way of 
comparison among other sources. Thirdly, timing is crucial for any game in which living creatures play 
a key role. It´s obvious that P emitted during winter freeze will differ in fate from P emitted during 
summer storm. Thus, two aspects of time need to be considered: season and duration.
Three above mentioned P source´s properties (availability, magnitude and timing) we understand as 
relevant components of basic information required for further eutrophication impact assessment. And 
exactly these three characteristics are aim of our study evaluating seasonal variability of phosphorus 
emitted from agricultural land in Czech Republic or, generally said, from most important non-point 
source.
During three years from 2007 to 2009 we sampled twenty profiles of evenly distributed headwaters 
within Czech Republic. Each headwater had to be exclusively agricultural eliminating any habitation as 
it is able to mask P load from land upstream. All headwaters were selected to represent proportionally 
major soil groups of CZ, because soil group reflects factor of climate, geology, topography, organisms 
and time (Dokuchaev, 1883). Monthly grab samples were analysed for both fractions of P (among 
others) and spot discharge were directly measured. Peak events were sampled by passive samplers.
Obtained results clearly show spring as a season in which most of P loaded during baseflow condition 
is emitted. Nevertheless, concentrations at this part of year belong to lowest, while summer ones were 
confirmed as highest. Also streams in major soil groups like Cambisols (all subunits) and Dystric 
Planosols had higher concentration of SRP and TP during most of the year, compared to minor groups 
like Luvisols and Fluvisols. Samples captured during increased discharge events had concentration of 
TP by several orders higher than those of baseflow (within the same headwater). However, 
comprehensive conclusion of peaks is disabled by the lack of continuous discharge measurement 
during unattended periods.
Although, our results proved agricultural land as less important in acute eutrophication than “first 
village” at downstream reaches, any decision of water management must be aware of possible chronic 
stress which can be raised by P release from sediment, when it became anoxic. Final assessment of 
eutrophication impact of phosphorus emitted from agriculture land must be inevitably and tightly join 
to context of individual evaluated water body.


